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� I am a lawyer, yes.I am a lawyer, yes.I am a lawyer, yes.I am a lawyer, yes.

� BUT tonight I am not speaking to you as BUT tonight I am not speaking to you as BUT tonight I am not speaking to you as BUT tonight I am not speaking to you as 
your your your your lawyer.lawyer.lawyer.lawyer.

� I intend my comments to be legally I intend my comments to be legally I intend my comments to be legally I intend my comments to be legally 
sound, but I am not providing you with sound, but I am not providing you with sound, but I am not providing you with sound, but I am not providing you with 
legal advice and your attendance does legal advice and your attendance does legal advice and your attendance does legal advice and your attendance does 
not create a lawyernot create a lawyernot create a lawyernot create a lawyer----client relationship.client relationship.client relationship.client relationship.

� The purpose of this seminar is The purpose of this seminar is The purpose of this seminar is The purpose of this seminar is 
educational. educational. educational. educational. 

� Provide General Guidance in How to Provide General Guidance in How to Provide General Guidance in How to Provide General Guidance in How to 
Make and Record DecisionsMake and Record DecisionsMake and Record DecisionsMake and Record Decisions

◦ Avoid UncertaintyAvoid UncertaintyAvoid UncertaintyAvoid Uncertainty

◦ Know What Was Decided and Why Decision Know What Was Decided and Why Decision Know What Was Decided and Why Decision Know What Was Decided and Why Decision 
Was ReachedWas ReachedWas ReachedWas Reached

◦ Assist in Administration & Enforcement of Assist in Administration & Enforcement of Assist in Administration & Enforcement of Assist in Administration & Enforcement of 
DecisionDecisionDecisionDecision

◦ Assist in Defending Decision if ChallengedAssist in Defending Decision if ChallengedAssist in Defending Decision if ChallengedAssist in Defending Decision if Challenged

� Including Defense Against Improper ExactionIncluding Defense Against Improper ExactionIncluding Defense Against Improper ExactionIncluding Defense Against Improper Exaction
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� Why Not Just Make a Decision?Why Not Just Make a Decision?Why Not Just Make a Decision?Why Not Just Make a Decision?

� In some cases, the Law says to do moreIn some cases, the Law says to do moreIn some cases, the Law says to do moreIn some cases, the Law says to do more

� But, even when not legally required to do But, even when not legally required to do But, even when not legally required to do But, even when not legally required to do 
so, making the decision the correct way so, making the decision the correct way so, making the decision the correct way so, making the decision the correct way 
–––– and recording the decision properly and recording the decision properly and recording the decision properly and recording the decision properly ––––
can help a land use board (and all can help a land use board (and all can help a land use board (and all can help a land use board (and all 
parties and the public) better understand parties and the public) better understand parties and the public) better understand parties and the public) better understand 
and therefore comply with the process.and therefore comply with the process.and therefore comply with the process.and therefore comply with the process.
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� What’s so difficult and problematic about What’s so difficult and problematic about What’s so difficult and problematic about What’s so difficult and problematic about 
“practice as usual”?“practice as usual”?“practice as usual”?“practice as usual”?

◦ Many Many Many Many years years years years ago, a ago, a ago, a ago, a land use board member once land use board member once land use board member once land use board member once 
remarked, when remarked, when remarked, when remarked, when it was suggested it might be it was suggested it might be it was suggested it might be it was suggested it might be 
legal (under the legal (under the legal (under the legal (under the oldoldoldold RTK law) to deliberate in RTK law) to deliberate in RTK law) to deliberate in RTK law) to deliberate in 
private, but it was not necessarily advisable:private, but it was not necessarily advisable:private, but it was not necessarily advisable:private, but it was not necessarily advisable:

� “You mean they get to know how we think!”“You mean they get to know how we think!”“You mean they get to know how we think!”“You mean they get to know how we think!”

◦ Transparency is an overTransparency is an overTransparency is an overTransparency is an over----used term today, but in used term today, but in used term today, but in used term today, but in 
land use proceedings, it can be particularly land use proceedings, it can be particularly land use proceedings, it can be particularly land use proceedings, it can be particularly 
useful.useful.useful.useful.
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� Property Law ConceptsProperty Law ConceptsProperty Law ConceptsProperty Law Concepts

� Constitutional Constitutional Constitutional Constitutional Law Law Law Law ((((Federal Federal Federal Federal & State)& State)& State)& State)
◦ 1111stststst Amendment Amendment Amendment Amendment 

� Speech & Assembly: SOBs; Speech & Assembly: SOBs; Speech & Assembly: SOBs; Speech & Assembly: SOBs; Signs; Signs; Signs; Signs; ReligionReligionReligionReligion

◦ 5th Amendment (5th Amendment (5th Amendment (5th Amendment (Takings & Exactions)Takings & Exactions)Takings & Exactions)Takings & Exactions)

◦ 14141414thththth AmendmentAmendmentAmendmentAmendment

� Due Due Due Due Process Process Process Process –––– Procedural and Procedural and Procedural and Procedural and SubstantiveSubstantiveSubstantiveSubstantive

� Equal Equal Equal Equal Protectionrotectionrotectionrotection

� Enabling Enabling Enabling Enabling Legislation & PreemptionLegislation & PreemptionLegislation & PreemptionLegislation & Preemption
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� Control: Control: Control: Control: 
◦ Local Local Local Local v. State v. Federal v. State v. Federal v. State v. Federal v. State v. Federal 
� (Preemption & Authority(Preemption & Authority(Preemption & Authority(Preemption & Authority))))

� Who Who Who Who Pays for DevelopmentPays for DevelopmentPays for DevelopmentPays for Development
� Property Values: Preservation v. DiminutionProperty Values: Preservation v. DiminutionProperty Values: Preservation v. DiminutionProperty Values: Preservation v. Diminution
� What Kind of Growth Will What Kind of Growth Will What Kind of Growth Will What Kind of Growth Will Occur; How Occur; How Occur; How Occur; How Fast Will Fast Will Fast Will Fast Will 

It It It It Come? & How Come? & How Come? & How Come? & How Do We Control Do We Control Do We Control Do We Control It?It?It?It?

◦ “[I]f a policeman must know the constitution, “[I]f a policeman must know the constitution, “[I]f a policeman must know the constitution, “[I]f a policeman must know the constitution, 
then why not a planner?”then why not a planner?”then why not a planner?”then why not a planner?”

� Statutory Requirements Statutory Requirements Statutory Requirements Statutory Requirements 

◦ Rules of Procedure Rules of Procedure Rules of Procedure Rules of Procedure 

◦ Keeping Up to Date Keeping Up to Date Keeping Up to Date Keeping Up to Date 

◦ Notice Notice Notice Notice 

◦ HearingHearingHearingHearing

◦ Deliberations Deliberations Deliberations Deliberations 

� Fairness, Due Process & Equal Protection Fairness, Due Process & Equal Protection Fairness, Due Process & Equal Protection Fairness, Due Process & Equal Protection 

� Conflicts of Interest, Bias, PrejudiceConflicts of Interest, Bias, PrejudiceConflicts of Interest, Bias, PrejudiceConflicts of Interest, Bias, Prejudice

� Comments Comments Comments Comments are are are are primarily aimed at primarily aimed at primarily aimed at primarily aimed at 
providing practical guidance.providing practical guidance.providing practical guidance.providing practical guidance.

� One way to enhance this presentation is to One way to enhance this presentation is to One way to enhance this presentation is to One way to enhance this presentation is to 
discuss what you have hearddiscuss what you have hearddiscuss what you have hearddiscuss what you have heard

◦ Discuss it with your board, your other Discuss it with your board, your other Discuss it with your board, your other Discuss it with your board, your other 
land use boards, the selectmen, the land use boards, the selectmen, the land use boards, the selectmen, the land use boards, the selectmen, the 
planner;planner;planner;planner;

◦ Discuss it with your neighboring Discuss it with your neighboring Discuss it with your neighboring Discuss it with your neighboring 
planning boards and planning boards and planning boards and planning boards and officials;officials;officials;officials;

◦ Learn from them and teach them!Learn from them and teach them!Learn from them and teach them!Learn from them and teach them!
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� Why should a board Why should a board Why should a board Why should a board be be be be concerned with its concerned with its concerned with its concerned with its 
decision?decision?decision?decision?

� Can it be enforced?Can it be enforced?Can it be enforced?Can it be enforced?

◦ Is it lawful?Is it lawful?Is it lawful?Is it lawful?

◦ Is it reasonable?Is it reasonable?Is it reasonable?Is it reasonable?

◦ And, if it is:And, if it is:And, if it is:And, if it is:

� How do administrators/enforcement How do administrators/enforcement How do administrators/enforcement How do administrators/enforcement 
personnel know about it and what is personnel know about it and what is personnel know about it and what is personnel know about it and what is 
required?required?required?required?

A A A A Short Review Short Review Short Review Short Review of Takings of Takings of Takings of Takings and and and and 
ExactionsExactionsExactionsExactions

� Exaction = requirement to do something or not Exaction = requirement to do something or not Exaction = requirement to do something or not Exaction = requirement to do something or not 
do something, as a condition of obtaining a land do something, as a condition of obtaining a land do something, as a condition of obtaining a land do something, as a condition of obtaining a land 
use approval or permit.use approval or permit.use approval or permit.use approval or permit.

◦ May involve physically doing something;May involve physically doing something;May involve physically doing something;May involve physically doing something;

◦ May involve paying for doing something;May involve paying for doing something;May involve paying for doing something;May involve paying for doing something;

◦ May involve not doing something (e.g., May involve not doing something (e.g., May involve not doing something (e.g., May involve not doing something (e.g., less less less less 
development, land left in open space, etc.);development, land left in open space, etc.);development, land left in open space, etc.);development, land left in open space, etc.);

◦ May involve “donating” land May involve “donating” land May involve “donating” land May involve “donating” land –––– dedications;dedications;dedications;dedications;

◦ May involve one or more of above or even May involve one or more of above or even May involve one or more of above or even May involve one or more of above or even 
something else.something else.something else.something else.
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� Exactions are neither Exactions are neither Exactions are neither Exactions are neither per se per se per se per se valid nor invalid.valid nor invalid.valid nor invalid.valid nor invalid.

� Tests used to assess their validity had varied Tests used to assess their validity had varied Tests used to assess their validity had varied Tests used to assess their validity had varied 
from stringent (specifically and directly from stringent (specifically and directly from stringent (specifically and directly from stringent (specifically and directly 
attributable) to liberal (but/for).attributable) to liberal (but/for).attributable) to liberal (but/for).attributable) to liberal (but/for).

� Exactions are designed to offset impacts on Exactions are designed to offset impacts on Exactions are designed to offset impacts on Exactions are designed to offset impacts on 
development:development:development:development:
◦ Shift costs attributable to development;Shift costs attributable to development;Shift costs attributable to development;Shift costs attributable to development;

◦ Not designed to raise revenue (i.e., not taxes)Not designed to raise revenue (i.e., not taxes)Not designed to raise revenue (i.e., not taxes)Not designed to raise revenue (i.e., not taxes)

� Key factors, then, even before key rulings Key factors, then, even before key rulings Key factors, then, even before key rulings Key factors, then, even before key rulings 
included:included:included:included:
◦ Relationship to development?Relationship to development?Relationship to development?Relationship to development?

◦ How much is too much?How much is too much?How much is too much?How much is too much?

13

Quality  - Rational 
Relationship (Nollan) 
neither remarkable 
nor overly stringent –
look at (1) why 
property is asked for 
exaction and (2) what 
does exaction have to 
do with the actions 
proposed?

� Quantity - Rough 
Proportionality 
(Dolan) – some 
numerical basis for 
amount of exaction 
required – need not 
be mathematically 
precise.
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� Hopefully these are more useful than this Hopefully these are more useful than this Hopefully these are more useful than this Hopefully these are more useful than this 
directional arrow directional arrow directional arrow directional arrow 
�Start with enabling legislation & court decisions.Start with enabling legislation & court decisions.Start with enabling legislation & court decisions.Start with enabling legislation & court decisions.

�What authority can and should be used?What authority can and should be used?What authority can and should be used?What authority can and should be used?

�What public needs or impacts are involved What public needs or impacts are involved What public needs or impacts are involved What public needs or impacts are involved 
(qualitative (qualitative (qualitative (qualitative –––– rational relationship analysis)?rational relationship analysis)?rational relationship analysis)?rational relationship analysis)?

�What are costs of current and future needs What are costs of current and future needs What are costs of current and future needs What are costs of current and future needs 
(quantitative and relative (quantitative and relative (quantitative and relative (quantitative and relative –––– proportional analysis)?proportional analysis)?proportional analysis)?proportional analysis)?

�When burden/needs exceed fees otherwise paid When burden/needs exceed fees otherwise paid When burden/needs exceed fees otherwise paid When burden/needs exceed fees otherwise paid 
(including tax revenue considerations), what (including tax revenue considerations), what (including tax revenue considerations), what (including tax revenue considerations), what 
exactions may be appropriate?exactions may be appropriate?exactions may be appropriate?exactions may be appropriate?

�What level of exaction does NOT impose What level of exaction does NOT impose What level of exaction does NOT impose What level of exaction does NOT impose 
disproportionate burdendisproportionate burdendisproportionate burdendisproportionate burden????

�Also, see Exhibit B in paper.Also, see Exhibit B in paper.Also, see Exhibit B in paper.Also, see Exhibit B in paper.
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� Using and Handling ApplicationsUsing and Handling ApplicationsUsing and Handling ApplicationsUsing and Handling Applications

� Making and Recording DecisionsMaking and Recording DecisionsMaking and Recording DecisionsMaking and Recording Decisions

� Appeals and the Land Use Board Appeals and the Land Use Board Appeals and the Land Use Board Appeals and the Land Use Board 
RecordRecordRecordRecord

� Developer Improvement Agreement Developer Improvement Agreement Developer Improvement Agreement Developer Improvement Agreement 
SampleSampleSampleSample

� Step #1.  Use ApplicationsStep #1.  Use ApplicationsStep #1.  Use ApplicationsStep #1.  Use Applications

◦ Design Design Design Design them them them them better better better better to pto pto pto provide rovide rovide rovide USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL USEFUL 
informationinformationinformationinformation

◦ Then Then Then Then actually use actually use actually use actually use application application application application during during during during 
the process; don’t just file it the process; don’t just file it the process; don’t just file it the process; don’t just file it away.away.away.away.

◦ You You You You don’t have to agree with don’t have to agree with don’t have to agree with don’t have to agree with 
statements in the application, but statements in the application, but statements in the application, but statements in the application, but 
considering them and applying them considering them and applying them considering them and applying them considering them and applying them 
against facts and testimony and against facts and testimony and against facts and testimony and against facts and testimony and 
Board knowledge in the Record, can Board knowledge in the Record, can Board knowledge in the Record, can Board knowledge in the Record, can 
assist in decisionassist in decisionassist in decisionassist in decision----making and in making and in making and in making and in 
writing a notice of decision.writing a notice of decision.writing a notice of decision.writing a notice of decision.

18
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� ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications

◦ The application is more than paper The application is more than paper The application is more than paper The application is more than paper –––– It It It It 
should not be “boilerplate.”should not be “boilerplate.”should not be “boilerplate.”should not be “boilerplate.”

◦ UsesUsesUsesUses

� JurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdictionJurisdiction

� AcceptanceAcceptanceAcceptanceAcceptance

� DeadlinesDeadlinesDeadlinesDeadlines

� Substantive help in reaching a decisionSubstantive help in reaching a decisionSubstantive help in reaching a decisionSubstantive help in reaching a decision

� Meeting Meeting Meeting Meeting 
Scheduling &  Scheduling &  Scheduling &  Scheduling &  
Filing Filing Filing Filing 
Deadlines,Deadlines,Deadlines,Deadlines,
◦ Who Accepts Who Accepts Who Accepts Who Accepts 
ApplicationsApplicationsApplicationsApplications

◦ When & WhereWhen & WhereWhen & WhereWhen & Where

� Plan AheadPlan AheadPlan AheadPlan Ahead
◦ Particularly If Particularly If Particularly If Particularly If 
Extensions Might Extensions Might Extensions Might Extensions Might 
Be RequiredBe RequiredBe RequiredBe Required

� Remember the Remember the Remember the Remember the 
ProcessProcessProcessProcess
◦ FilingFilingFilingFiling

◦ SubmissionSubmissionSubmissionSubmission

◦ AcceptanceAcceptanceAcceptanceAcceptance

◦ ConsiderationConsiderationConsiderationConsideration

� Hearing & Hearing & Hearing & Hearing & 
DeliberationDeliberationDeliberationDeliberation

◦ DecisionDecisionDecisionDecision

� Motion, Vote, Motion, Vote, Motion, Vote, Motion, Vote, 
Notice, RecordNotice, RecordNotice, RecordNotice, Record

� Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance Acceptance –––– Make it usefulMake it usefulMake it usefulMake it useful

� Initial ConsiderationInitial ConsiderationInitial ConsiderationInitial Consideration

◦ Docketing and ControlDocketing and ControlDocketing and ControlDocketing and Control

� Who Monitors?Who Monitors?Who Monitors?Who Monitors?

◦ Are studies needed?  No longer can this Are studies needed?  No longer can this Are studies needed?  No longer can this Are studies needed?  No longer can this 
requirement be imposed at the last minute.requirement be imposed at the last minute.requirement be imposed at the last minute.requirement be imposed at the last minute.

◦ Applicant still can be required to pay Applicant still can be required to pay Applicant still can be required to pay Applicant still can be required to pay 

◦ Who needs to know that an application has Who needs to know that an application has Who needs to know that an application has Who needs to know that an application has 
been filed ?been filed ?been filed ?been filed ?

� How does the board know who needs to How does the board know who needs to How does the board know who needs to How does the board know who needs to 
know?know?know?know?
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� NoticeNoticeNoticeNotice

◦ Is this a cocktail party, a legal maze, or what?Is this a cocktail party, a legal maze, or what?Is this a cocktail party, a legal maze, or what?Is this a cocktail party, a legal maze, or what?

◦ Don’t subsidize mediaDon’t subsidize mediaDon’t subsidize mediaDon’t subsidize media

◦ Be considerate of who is reading the noticeBe considerate of who is reading the noticeBe considerate of who is reading the noticeBe considerate of who is reading the notice

◦ Notice contentNotice contentNotice contentNotice content

� WhatWhatWhatWhat

� WhoWhoWhoWho

� WhyWhyWhyWhy

� WhereWhereWhereWhere

� WhenWhenWhenWhen

� HowHowHowHow

� Read Your Read Your Read Your Read Your 
NoticesNoticesNoticesNotices

� Read Read Read Read 
Others’ Others’ Others’ Others’ 
NoticesNoticesNoticesNotices

� Combine Combine Combine Combine 
Notices Notices Notices Notices 
When When When When 
Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate Appropriate 

� Don’t Forget To Don’t Forget To Don’t Forget To Don’t Forget To 
Identify Your TownIdentify Your TownIdentify Your TownIdentify Your Town

� Use Internet/Websites Use Internet/Websites Use Internet/Websites Use Internet/Websites 
–––– But Not As Sole or But Not As Sole or But Not As Sole or But Not As Sole or 
Primary Means of Primary Means of Primary Means of Primary Means of 
Notice Notice Notice Notice ––––

Supplement with Supplement with Supplement with Supplement with 
Additional Info Additional Info Additional Info Additional Info 

� PROOF PROOF PROOF PROOF READ!READ!READ!READ!

�Handling Handling Handling Handling 

◦Is there a  deadline? Is there a  deadline? Is there a  deadline? Is there a  deadline? 

◦If so, when? If so, when? If so, when? If so, when? 

◦Can it be modified?Can it be modified?Can it be modified?Can it be modified?

◦Ex parte Ex parte Ex parte Ex parte contactcontactcontactcontact
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�Discretion 
is the 
Better Part 
of Blabbing

� Remember: 
It’s the 
Board 
that Acts

� Coping with Coping with Coping with Coping with 
Difficulties and Difficulties and Difficulties and Difficulties and 
Difficult PersonsDifficult PersonsDifficult PersonsDifficult Persons
◦ Don’t Let Them Get You Don’t Let Them Get You Don’t Let Them Get You Don’t Let Them Get You 
Down Or Get The Better Down Or Get The Better Down Or Get The Better Down Or Get The Better 
of You of You of You of You 

◦ Lawyers Are People, Too!Lawyers Are People, Too!Lawyers Are People, Too!Lawyers Are People, Too!

�Watch Out For ESI!Watch Out For ESI!Watch Out For ESI!Watch Out For ESI!
◦ Don’t Know What ESI is?Don’t Know What ESI is?Don’t Know What ESI is?Don’t Know What ESI is?

◦ You Better Watch Out!You Better Watch Out!You Better Watch Out!You Better Watch Out!

�What do you when you get a What do you when you get a What do you when you get a What do you when you get a 
Request for Findings and Rulings at Request for Findings and Rulings at Request for Findings and Rulings at Request for Findings and Rulings at 
the end of your hearing?the end of your hearing?the end of your hearing?the end of your hearing?

◦ Ignore itIgnore itIgnore itIgnore it

◦ File itFile itFile itFile it

◦Call for helpCall for helpCall for helpCall for help

◦ Fake itFake itFake itFake it

◦Use it Use it Use it Use it 

� Tool or Headache Tool or Headache Tool or Headache Tool or Headache –––– You You You You Can ChooseCan ChooseCan ChooseCan Choose

◦ There are legal requirements, yes, BUT the There are legal requirements, yes, BUT the There are legal requirements, yes, BUT the There are legal requirements, yes, BUT the 
Board runs the hearingBoard runs the hearingBoard runs the hearingBoard runs the hearing

� Control it, but control it with an even hand.Control it, but control it with an even hand.Control it, but control it with an even hand.Control it, but control it with an even hand.

� State up front that if anyone objects to State up front that if anyone objects to State up front that if anyone objects to State up front that if anyone objects to 
anything procedural, anything procedural, anything procedural, anything procedural, say it now or forget it.say it now or forget it.say it now or forget it.say it now or forget it.

� Think about multiple hearings and changes Think about multiple hearings and changes Think about multiple hearings and changes Think about multiple hearings and changes 
in board composition during consideration in board composition during consideration in board composition during consideration in board composition during consideration 
of an application.of an application.of an application.of an application.

� Look at Practical Guidance Look at Practical Guidance Look at Practical Guidance Look at Practical Guidance 
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� How hard is it to understand that doing the How hard is it to understand that doing the How hard is it to understand that doing the How hard is it to understand that doing the 
public’s business means doing business in public’s business means doing business in public’s business means doing business in public’s business means doing business in 
public?public?public?public?

◦ That is the perspective of a court!That is the perspective of a court!That is the perspective of a court!That is the perspective of a court!

� The RTK is hard to read and woefully The RTK is hard to read and woefully The RTK is hard to read and woefully The RTK is hard to read and woefully 
unaware of electronic communicationunaware of electronic communicationunaware of electronic communicationunaware of electronic communication
◦ BUT BUT BUT BUT –––– don’t tempt fate don’t tempt fate don’t tempt fate don’t tempt fate 

◦ Think before you clickThink before you clickThink before you clickThink before you click

◦ Once again, do you know the meaning of ESI?Once again, do you know the meaning of ESI?Once again, do you know the meaning of ESI?Once again, do you know the meaning of ESI?

� Use Flow Charts for Access to Meetings Use Flow Charts for Access to Meetings Use Flow Charts for Access to Meetings Use Flow Charts for Access to Meetings &  &  &  &  
RecordsRecordsRecordsRecords

�Which comes first:Which comes first:Which comes first:Which comes first:

◦ The chicken or the egg The chicken or the egg The chicken or the egg The chicken or the egg –––– or don’t put or don’t put or don’t put or don’t put 
the horse before the cart the horse before the cart the horse before the cart the horse before the cart –––– or don’t or don’t or don’t or don’t 
write the notice of decision before you write the notice of decision before you write the notice of decision before you write the notice of decision before you 
make one.make one.make one.make one.

�Well, that’s not quite right!Well, that’s not quite right!Well, that’s not quite right!Well, that’s not quite right!

◦The Notice of Decision merely should The Notice of Decision merely should The Notice of Decision merely should The Notice of Decision merely should 
reflect what the Board actually did.reflect what the Board actually did.reflect what the Board actually did.reflect what the Board actually did.

◦What Does That Mean?What Does That Mean?What Does That Mean?What Does That Mean?

� The decision should be based on a The decision should be based on a The decision should be based on a The decision should be based on a 
motion.motion.motion.motion.

� The motion should include:The motion should include:The motion should include:The motion should include:
◦ Factual reasons Factual reasons Factual reasons Factual reasons –––– what the board what the board what the board what the board foundfoundfoundfound as a as a as a as a 
result of the process;result of the process;result of the process;result of the process;

◦ Conclusions Conclusions Conclusions Conclusions –––– what the board decided with what the board decided with what the board decided with what the board decided with 
respect to respect to respect to respect to applicable standards for approvalapplicable standards for approvalapplicable standards for approvalapplicable standards for approval....

◦ You mean we’re back to “Findings of Fact and You mean we’re back to “Findings of Fact and You mean we’re back to “Findings of Fact and You mean we’re back to “Findings of Fact and 
Rulings of Law”?Rulings of Law”?Rulings of Law”?Rulings of Law”?
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� On occasion, the decision is easy, so On occasion, the decision is easy, so On occasion, the decision is easy, so On occasion, the decision is easy, so 
findings and rulings are easy.findings and rulings are easy.findings and rulings are easy.findings and rulings are easy.

� Most of the time, land use decisions, like Most of the time, land use decisions, like Most of the time, land use decisions, like Most of the time, land use decisions, like 
life, are not so cut and dried.life, are not so cut and dried.life, are not so cut and dried.life, are not so cut and dried.

� The decision has to be made in some The decision has to be made in some The decision has to be made in some The decision has to be made in some 
way way way way –––– the motion and the decision and the motion and the decision and the motion and the decision and the motion and the decision and 
the notice the notice the notice the notice –––– should try to state how & should try to state how & should try to state how & should try to state how & 
why it is made!why it is made!why it is made!why it is made!

� Here is a lawyer’s answer:Here is a lawyer’s answer:Here is a lawyer’s answer:Here is a lawyer’s answer:
◦ IT DEPENDSIT DEPENDSIT DEPENDSIT DEPENDS

◦ Will it be based on the evidence and Will it be based on the evidence and Will it be based on the evidence and Will it be based on the evidence and 
testimony, or something else?testimony, or something else?testimony, or something else?testimony, or something else?

◦ Is it based on considering the proceedings and Is it based on considering the proceedings and Is it based on considering the proceedings and Is it based on considering the proceedings and 
applying those facts to the regulations?applying those facts to the regulations?applying those facts to the regulations?applying those facts to the regulations?

� Having something written ahead of time Having something written ahead of time Having something written ahead of time Having something written ahead of time 
can be a timecan be a timecan be a timecan be a time----saver.  But it can also be a saver.  But it can also be a saver.  But it can also be a saver.  But it can also be a 
trap unless it really is a trap unless it really is a trap unless it really is a trap unless it really is a proposalproposalproposalproposal!!!!

� If you followed earlier guidance, you won’t If you followed earlier guidance, you won’t If you followed earlier guidance, you won’t If you followed earlier guidance, you won’t 
be up against the “shot clock.”be up against the “shot clock.”be up against the “shot clock.”be up against the “shot clock.”

� If you get a big document that you should If you get a big document that you should If you get a big document that you should If you get a big document that you should 
read (and why shouldn’t you?), ask for time read (and why shouldn’t you?), ask for time read (and why shouldn’t you?), ask for time read (and why shouldn’t you?), ask for time 
to read it and understand it and “test” it.to read it and understand it and “test” it.to read it and understand it and “test” it.to read it and understand it and “test” it.

� Use “Requests” filed with the Board Use “Requests” filed with the Board Use “Requests” filed with the Board Use “Requests” filed with the Board 

◦ Ask if the proceedings do or do not Ask if the proceedings do or do not Ask if the proceedings do or do not Ask if the proceedings do or do not 
support a requestsupport a requestsupport a requestsupport a request

◦ Distinguish between reasons and Distinguish between reasons and Distinguish between reasons and Distinguish between reasons and 
conclusions conclusions conclusions conclusions 
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� Conditions imposed as part of an Conditions imposed as part of an Conditions imposed as part of an Conditions imposed as part of an 
approval can be a help to both the town approval can be a help to both the town approval can be a help to both the town approval can be a help to both the town 
and the applicant.and the applicant.and the applicant.and the applicant.

◦ Remember, most applicants don’t have Remember, most applicants don’t have Remember, most applicants don’t have Remember, most applicants don’t have 
money flowing in before they complete money flowing in before they complete money flowing in before they complete money flowing in before they complete 
a project, so conditional approvals may a project, so conditional approvals may a project, so conditional approvals may a project, so conditional approvals may 
be required to make a project work.be required to make a project work.be required to make a project work.be required to make a project work.

◦ Applicants may be willing to do more if Applicants may be willing to do more if Applicants may be willing to do more if Applicants may be willing to do more if 
conditional approvals are given.conditional approvals are given.conditional approvals are given.conditional approvals are given.

� BUT . . . Remember . . .  BUT . . . Remember . . .  BUT . . . Remember . . .  BUT . . . Remember . . .  

� Conditions are only as good as:Conditions are only as good as:Conditions are only as good as:Conditions are only as good as:
◦When and where they are stated (i.e., When and where they are stated (i.e., When and where they are stated (i.e., When and where they are stated (i.e., 
imposedimposedimposedimposed););););
◦How clearly they are How clearly they are How clearly they are How clearly they are stated;stated;stated;stated;
◦ Their validity under statute and Their validity under statute and Their validity under statute and Their validity under statute and 
Constitution; Constitution; Constitution; Constitution; 
◦Who knows about them & who Who knows about them & who Who knows about them & who Who knows about them & who 
remembers remembers remembers remembers them;them;them;them;
◦ The ability of the applicant to carry The ability of the applicant to carry The ability of the applicant to carry The ability of the applicant to carry 
them them them them out;out;out;out;

� That’s why there is surety for That’s why there is surety for That’s why there is surety for That’s why there is surety for 
performance! performance! performance! performance! 

� The Record is a key component of The Record is a key component of The Record is a key component of The Record is a key component of 
land use regulationland use regulationland use regulationland use regulation
◦ It shows what was done & may show why It shows what was done & may show why It shows what was done & may show why It shows what was done & may show why 
something was something was something was something was done.done.done.done.

◦ A challenge is resolved primarily based on A challenge is resolved primarily based on A challenge is resolved primarily based on A challenge is resolved primarily based on 
the the the the record.record.record.record.

◦ Even if no challenge Even if no challenge Even if no challenge Even if no challenge is filedis filedis filedis filed, it provides a , it provides a , it provides a , it provides a 
basis for enforcement, basis for enforcement, basis for enforcement, basis for enforcement, followfollowfollowfollow----up.up.up.up.

◦ If reviewed once in a while can be used for If reviewed once in a while can be used for If reviewed once in a while can be used for If reviewed once in a while can be used for 
education  & improvement in the education  & improvement in the education  & improvement in the education  & improvement in the process.process.process.process.
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�Misunderstandings all aroundMisunderstandings all aroundMisunderstandings all aroundMisunderstandings all around

�Clare v. HudsonClare v. HudsonClare v. HudsonClare v. Hudson

�Conditions, exactions, impact Conditions, exactions, impact Conditions, exactions, impact Conditions, exactions, impact 
fees, and recordkeeping gone fees, and recordkeeping gone fees, and recordkeeping gone fees, and recordkeeping gone 
awry, oh my!!awry, oh my!!awry, oh my!!awry, oh my!!

� Suggested Suggested Suggested Suggested guidance taken from guidance taken from guidance taken from guidance taken from Clare v Clare v Clare v Clare v 
Hudson Hudson Hudson Hudson and similar cases:and similar cases:and similar cases:and similar cases:

◦ Do homework to justifyDo homework to justifyDo homework to justifyDo homework to justify;;;;

◦ Know what you are doing and why;Know what you are doing and why;Know what you are doing and why;Know what you are doing and why;

◦ Don’t forget the paper work and Don’t forget the paper work and Don’t forget the paper work and Don’t forget the paper work and 
recordkeeping;recordkeeping;recordkeeping;recordkeeping;

◦ Keep a tickler file; &Keep a tickler file; &Keep a tickler file; &Keep a tickler file; &

◦ Use a developer agreement.Use a developer agreement.Use a developer agreement.Use a developer agreement.

38

� Understand and apply limitations Understand and apply limitations Understand and apply limitations Understand and apply limitations on board on board on board on board 
actions based actions based actions based actions based on law of takings and exactions on law of takings and exactions on law of takings and exactions on law of takings and exactions 
& statutes.& statutes.& statutes.& statutes.

� To do so may mean you need to prepare (and To do so may mean you need to prepare (and To do so may mean you need to prepare (and To do so may mean you need to prepare (and 
perhaps get legal advice) perhaps get legal advice) perhaps get legal advice) perhaps get legal advice) –––– before making before making before making before making 
decisions and imposing conditions.decisions and imposing conditions.decisions and imposing conditions.decisions and imposing conditions.

� Also, and significantly, make and record Also, and significantly, make and record Also, and significantly, make and record Also, and significantly, make and record 
decisions so that they can be understood and decisions so that they can be understood and decisions so that they can be understood and decisions so that they can be understood and 
enforced (now and in the future).enforced (now and in the future).enforced (now and in the future).enforced (now and in the future).

39
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� Application for approval can be useful.Application for approval can be useful.Application for approval can be useful.Application for approval can be useful.

� Understand how to deal with problems (issues Understand how to deal with problems (issues Understand how to deal with problems (issues Understand how to deal with problems (issues 
and people).and people).and people).and people).

� Use hearings, and develop records of them.Use hearings, and develop records of them.Use hearings, and develop records of them.Use hearings, and develop records of them.

� Understand when & how to make decision & Understand when & how to make decision & Understand when & how to make decision & Understand when & how to make decision & 
how to issue notice of decision.how to issue notice of decision.how to issue notice of decision.how to issue notice of decision.

40

�Use a developer improvement Use a developer improvement Use a developer improvement Use a developer improvement 
agreementagreementagreementagreement

�A sample (not model) is A sample (not model) is A sample (not model) is A sample (not model) is 
included as an exhibit in the included as an exhibit in the included as an exhibit in the included as an exhibit in the 
paperpaperpaperpaper

Questions, Comments, ConcernsQuestions, Comments, ConcernsQuestions, Comments, ConcernsQuestions, Comments, Concerns

Ask Now or Contact:Ask Now or Contact:Ask Now or Contact:Ask Now or Contact:

Attorney Daniel CreanAttorney Daniel CreanAttorney Daniel CreanAttorney Daniel Crean

Crean Law OfficeCrean Law OfficeCrean Law OfficeCrean Law Office

Pembroke, NH 03275Pembroke, NH 03275Pembroke, NH 03275Pembroke, NH 03275

928928928928----7760776077607760
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